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   World Tower (lyrics – parenthesis to explain a bit) 

 

Hook: 
 
All Together Now, World Tower, Trust Love, Infinite Power  
(4 times) 
 
Verse: 
 
Healer recognize heal  
center stage air support 
Heaven (on) Earth no question witnessing safe report 
Rhymin' to explain what's going on, like (we) said before 
Don't worry, find your peace, hopeful healing ever more 
 
(If) Prayer takes extra time do it be Spiritful 
Meditate a portion of the moment live ritual 
Not about forcing thought or messin' with a lyrical 
Higher power knowledge  
All within magic miracle 
 
(The) world needs water and a love tap reach 
Human life temporary yet its spiritual complete 
Mother Hen Collective says no worries one peeps 
Physical is maintain higher love shared peace 
 
Sharing with each other makes the story elevation 
Keep keepin' on everyday meditation 
Reconciliation of the devil agitation 
God Spirit peace real within the revelation 
 
"On The Steps of Central Asia" (is the) new "Scheherazade"  
(both nostalgic music pieces) 
Or whatever we dig togetherness the peace is what we got 
Plead the / blood story don't forget to drink the holy water 
Carries circulation gives a life thanks lots 
 
Covering the future altogether teaching good 
Un/fortunately future war in the global hood 
Thank you / to our team how the love is truly understood  
though its / Difficult to navigate love what we could 
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Hook: 
 
All Together Now, World Tower, Trust Love, Infinite Power  
(4 times) 
 
 
Politics religion more than label or an "ism" 
Simple / really love res-ponsi-ble truly livin' 
Not the / hate fear destruction devil liar no decision 
Revelations God help us pray healing to be given 
 
Intel Friends said we did a good job 
All these / years work together kick snare head nod 
For the / peace love the families hope against the odds 
Because the / history of curserism agitates n' snobs 
 
Con/federate curse never merit only destruction 
Southern strategy same mess forcing reproduction (forcing Women to breed) 
Save / Union Spirit one love future reconstruction 
“Playin' a curse” is difficult chill peace "We production" 
(Playin’ a curse, to my understanding, means that “every skin ain’t a kin” is teaching the 
world that hate and bigotry is a cross cultural issue?) 
 
"Trouble" wants their Armageddon don't be mention mine  
Not a threat just a process "Recon-Silly" time 
We have to teach the peace across the culture G We designed 
No need to get upset witnessing real Divine 
 
As they / agitate the peace G.O.D. teach the beast 
Really lessons to the bully evil haters hurting least 
So pro-phetic sweeping clearance of the evil harming feasts 
Make it safe for the Children all the families to peace 
(for example if McCarthyism in his day took the executive branch, where would it have 
ended? Well, it really didn’t, the unhealthy mysticism of his time, just claimed new hosts 
in our time, and played out into a demagogue leveraging the frustrations and decades of 
political fiction into a power grab?) 
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Can't self sufficient what's the point of automation 
People should be able home based motivation 
Honestly the zoom mostly chatter to awaken 
Trading is identity understand the taken 
(Meaning, the Home based business world of trading is new, and there is a lot of chatter 
that Busy-Bee people have to sift through to get to trade signals. All in good time) 
 
 
Hook: 
 
All Together Now, World Tower, Trust Love, Infinite Power  
(4 times) 
 
 
 
Outro: 
 
Peace Team. We know the truth because we lived it. Dr. King said, (that) Hate is too 
great a burden to bear. Love can only drive out hate. All the Children come to the light. 
Prophecy fulfilled unfolding. New paradigm to shine. Peace.  
 

 


